
Hazel Mist, Hypnotist

Hazel Mist is left mesmerized after watching a famous 
hypnotist perform. Consumed with curiosity, she spends her 
summer learning the ins and outs of hypnotism. As she tests 
her techniques on her friends, a striking pattern piques her 
interest that leads her on an unexpected adventure into the 
depths of the mind. Overcome with stage fright, yet amazed 
by her powerful discoveries, Hazel must work through her 
own “blocks” in order to share her new-found wisdom with 
the world.  

Guaranteed to entertain and empower readers of all ages, 
Hazel Mist, Hypnotist will spark laughter and self-reflection, 
while encouraging readers to break through their “blocks", 
question their “limits”, and reach for their big dreams.   
 
“‘Cause all of your limits can rip at the seams  
When you harness your courage and go for your dreams.” 
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About the Author: 

Just like Hazel Mist, Kristin Pierce followed her 
curiosity, which led her on an unexpected learning 
adventure deep into the workings of the mind. 
Captivated by how beliefs and attachments lead the 
mind to compress the wild possibilities available to us 
at any given moment, she learned everything she 
could about the mind, while examining her own 
perceived “limits”. Determined to unwind mental 
blocks, she began to witness the transformation that 
is possible when we question our self-talk, perceived 
limits, and the fears that keep us boxed in.  

Kristin is an award-winning author, the founder of 
Inner Compass Books, and a self-awareness educator 
whose mission is to empower others to deconstruct their self-limiting beliefs, shift their 
perspectives, and utilize the power of their minds. She aims to create mindfully-crafted children’s 
books that encourage kids to question their limits, pursue their passions, and dream bigger than 
belief.  

Kristin lives in Saskatchewan, Canada with her husband, two children, and their dog. 

Hazel Mist, Hypnotist is her fifth book for children. Her other titles include: Your Inner Compass 
That Could, Nautilus Award-winner, Mayva O’Meere, Creationeer, Magnus O’Meere, Mind Pioneer, 
and The Sweet Dreams Express. 
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AUTHOR Q&A 

1. Inner Compass Books are not your average children’s books. They contain empowering 
life lessons, expansive vocabulary, charismatic characters, and perfectly paired 
illustrations. What is the inspiration behind what you’ve created?  
 
When I couldn’t find the kind of books I wanted to read to my children, I set out to create 
my own, and hence Inner Compass Books was born. My inspiration was to create rhyming 
children’s books that were fun to read and captivating to look at, while also imparting 
empowering, educational lessons. 

2. What inspired you to write Hazel Mist, Hypnotist? 

Years of personal development work, conscious parenting, and teaching about the power of 
the mind led me to realize the profound importance of self-awareness. In witnessing how (as 
adults) we constantly limit ourselves, I began to see the connection between perceived 
limits and learned childhood experience. The mind is incredibly powerful, so how we speak 
to it and what we believe about ourselves has a HUGE impact on what we are able to do, 
achieve, enjoy, and succeed at.  
 
By featuring Hazel as a hypnotist, I was able to showcase the power of the mind and our 
perceived limitations in a way that was interesting and entertaining at the same time. My 
desire was to interweave positive and empowering learning messages that show the potential 
that lies within self-reflection, perseverance, and the courage to follow one’s inner compass.  

3. Who is this book for? 

Hazel Mist, Hypnotist is for everyone who has ever believed they couldn’t do something. All 
of us allow limiting thoughts, beliefs, and self-talk to stifle our potential at every turn. This 
book illustrates the power in questioning our perceived “limits” and encourages one to break 
through their “blocks” and go after their dreams. 
 
This book is the perfect conversation starter for educating kids on growth mindset. Teachers, 
parents, homeschoolers, therapists, grandparents, and more will spark curiosity and stir self-
empowerment within the hearts of the children in their lives. 

4. How will Hazel Mist influence readers? 
Hazel Mist, Hypnotist was mindfully crafted to spark curiosity, kick-start self-reflection, and 
open a door in the mind of the reader. Intertwining entertainment with powerful messaging, 
Hazel Mist is guaranteed to spark laughter and enjoyment, while encouraging readers to 
break through the unknown, question their “limits”, and reach for their full potential. By 
opening minds, readers will be able to reassess some of their own limiting thoughts, 
therefore sparking an empowered mindset and an inspired heart. Readers, both young and 
old, will benefit from the entertaining story and insightful perspective held within this book. 

5. Your book contains some big learning messages for young readers. How can parents and 
teachers help children get the most from your book and its educational value?  
To help readers connect, reflect upon, and discuss some of the big learning messages within 
the book, thought-provoking “Reflection Questions” are housed at the back of the book. As 
with all Inner Compass books, we have also created free, downloadable and printable 
learning resources and teacher worksheets to further support our young readers. 
 
Visit www.InnerCompassBooks.com/learning-resource to learn more.  
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